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Seasons Greetings to all members of The Company of the Green Man (455 as I write this!) This is the ninth edition of The
Company of the Green Man e-newsletter. The wheel of the year turns and the Green Man once again takes centre stage for
this issue.

This is the fourth year I have been producing this e-newsletter and I can’t help but notice how the contents of the e-
newsletter, our website and my own study of the Green Man and the Jack-in-the-Green have become very seasonal. From
about February each year I begin to gather information about each Jack in the Green event, and the traditional Jacks fill
my spare time until the completion and publishing of the June e-newsletter. I tend to have a short mid summer pause until
the Green Man begins to tug gently at me and more and more sightings, pictures and entries for the gazetteer begin to fill
my inbox. The Green Man then consumes my spare time until the December e-newsletter is published. During the dark
evenings of winter I try to update the Gazetteer and work on a book about the traditional Jack in the Green (which I hope
to finish this century!) And then February arrives and the wheel of the year has revolved yet again.

Membership of The Company of the Green Man is completely free, and it is my intention to keep it free for ever if I can.
One of the main reasons I can keep the running costs low is by trying to be as paperless as possible by keeping everything we
do online. However keeping the Company online still costs money and it would be great to be able to recuperate a small part
of the costs where possible. If you would like to make a one off subscription payment of any amount you can do so now in the
Members Area tab on our blog via http://thecompanyofthegreenman.wordpress.com (the same area where you downloaded
this e-newsletter) There is no minimum or maximum contribution requirement. So if you are enjoying your membership of
The Company of the Green Man please consider making a donation each year to keep it going. You don’t need a Paypal account
to make a donation just a debit or credit card, and your payment is made via Paypal’s secure website. Many thanks to all
those members who have kindly donated already.

Please remember that we also have a small shop on the website with links to Green Man related books on the bookshop
pages. All purchases made from Amazon UK through these links will cost you nothing extra but will earn The Company of the
Green Man a small referral fee (in fact anything you purchase from Amazon after entering through one of our links will earn
us a small referral fee and cost you absolutely nothing).

I am indebted as always to all those who have contributed to our blog, gazetteer, Flickr archive and this e-newsletter. To all 
those who have sent articles, pictures, poems, sightings and snippets. I am extremely grateful to Ko and Joke Lancaster for 
allowing us to reproduce their article, and to Jennie Miller & Gary Truss once again for their wonderful photographs.

I hope you enjoy this edition of our e-newsletter,.

The next e-newsletter will be published in June 2014. Any and all contributions would be very gratefully received.

Merry Yule one and all

Chris Walton

greenman@virgin.net



Elusive, masked, I evade your eye,

Whilst silently poised from my boss up high

As a mystery shrouds me, my past is obscure

And bound by the ages, I have strange allure,

For on the winds of antiquity, here I have blown, 

But still, I adorn my ecclesiastical throne.

With a delicately carved, ornate leafed-face,

A composite of foliage my features embrace,

And many strange guises oh have I,

For the vogue of my genre, with time, does comply.

I grin and I gurn, in curled, chiselled stone,

In many-a place my leaf-clad head it is known,

Whilst greenery issues from all that you see

And vegetation it disgorges from my mouth before thee.

How I leer, mock and lure, scare with no sound,

Though for my fine, flora form, I am now quite renowned,

For many have sought me, desired what they’ve seen,

They even gave me a name and embellished it with green,

But created was I for this church, my domain,

So in these great arching shadows, here I remain…

Elusive, masked, I evade your eye,

Whilst silently poised from my boss up high.

Poem and picture © Rose Blakeley

www.roseblakeley.moonfruit.com 
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I am indebted to Ko and Joke Lancaster for allowing us to reproduce this article. It is the first English translation of part of their
lavishly illustrated book about the Green Man and the Green Woman which was published in Dutch in 2011 . The book traces the history of
the Green Man and the Green Woman from the Romans to the present day. This article was first published in Wiccan Rede Online in
September 2013 and I am very grateful to them for allowing us to reproduce this article here.

The Green Man & the Green Woman By Ko Lankester, Photographs Joke Lankester Part 1

It is one of the mysteries of life that a foliate figure confronts us when we visit museums, churches or palaces. Many people have
noticed them since Lady Raglan published her famous article The Green Man in 1939. It was Marian Green (!) who first called the
Green Man to our attention when she told Joke about this phenomenon during a summer week in Holland in 1989. Two years later
Marian showed us the four Green Men that have watched over the tomb of Lord Berkeley and his mother since 1337 in Bristol
Cathedral. One of them has leaves growing out of his beard, covering his head.

Since then we have been fascinated by this enigmatic character, watching out for him on our trips all over Europe. We were in for
some surprises. We discovered the Green Man often has a body, and is not just a head, as many people think. We also stumbled upon
many Green Women, although hardly anybody seems to have noticed them to this day. Since Lady Raglan’s article a Green Man was
supposed to be the head of a man. Period. We were mesmerized by this dictum for years, just looking for Green Men, not women,
not recognising them when we encountered them. In fact, when we visited England in 1991, Joke took a photograph of a Green Man
roof boss in Canterbury Cathedral, manufactured between 1379 and 1400, stems and leaves issuing from the corners of his mouth.
It took us years to notice that the figure in the centre of the vault is a Green Woman. Her head is surrounded by leaves and
flowers. If you don’t expect stems and leaves flourishing from the mouths of Green Women then you will miss them, or dismiss them
as just women, or saints, as is often done.

The Green Man & the Green Woman Part 1
By Ko and Joke Lancaster

Green Man Bristol Cathedral © Joke Lancaster

The Roman Green Man and Green Woman

In 2011 A3-Boeken published our book De Groene Man en de Groene Vrouw, the result of twenty years of research all over
Europe. After summarising Greek prototypes we described how the Green Man and the Green Woman emerged from the Roman
Republic in the first century BC. Often Greek artists, being the expert sculptors, created the images, but they never depicted
Green Men or Green Women before the Romans turned the Hellenistic world into a collection of Roman provinces. Since the first
century BCE wealthy and powerful Romans told poor Greek artists what they wanted. It is true that the Romans admired the way
the Greeks depicted their Gods and Goddesses and as a rule Greek sculptors were free to design Roman Gods and Goddesses as
their Greek equivalents. But the Romans also liked the way Roman painters had embellished the houses, temples and palaces of
Rome with strange creatures, partly human, partly animal and partly vegetable. In 25 BCE the Roman architect Vitruvius published
his book on architecture and he complained how Roman painters had sacrificed reality, creating a myriad of frescoes populated
with monsters, their heads or upper bodies emerging from vegetation, balancing on candelabra, consisting of fragile stems,
supporting temples and other objects that seemed to float in the air. These structures Vitruvius deemed impossible to build, so
they had nothing to do with reality, and art, the master tells us, should imitate the reality of nature.

Green Man & Green Woman Canterbury Cathedral  © Joke Lancaster



Nero was particularly fond of the scenes Vitruvius detested. Between 64 and 68 AD he built the Domus Aurea (Golden House), a
gigantic palace in Rome, and had all the walls, corridors and vaults decorated with frescoes featuring candelabra, men, women and
animals emerging from vegetation. After the emperor had been forced to commit suicide because of his disgraceful behaviour his
palace was filled with rubble, walled up and covered with the public Baths of Titus. The frescoes with candelabra and fantastic
creatures were associated with the hated Nero and removed from the walls of Rome. Not many frescoes have survived this clearance,
but the Palazzo Massimo alla Terme in Rome has reconstructed the Villa Farnesina, decorated in 19 BCE, displaying many frescoed
rooms. One of the frescoes displays a candelabrum, formed by a plant and three creatures growing out of it. In the middle a Green
Woman emerges from a bud. The lower part of her body seems to be part of the plant. From the waist up she is a female, but the
stalks emanating from the top of her head underline her vegetable roots. Again the structure on her head is a sort of crown, revealing
her royal status. The plant underneath her forms two volutes out of which two white creatures grow. The woman stretches her hands
lovingly towards them, apparently to bless or feed them. The fresco displays in a nutshell the role of the Green Woman throughout the
ages: she rules the other world, a realm where there are no strict boundaries between divine, human, animate or inanimate beings.

Rome Palazzo Massimo Villa Farnesina
© Joke Lancaster

The lower half of the body of the Roman
Green Woman sometimes consists entirely
of leaves. So she is free to move, not tied
to the soil, while at the same time she
displays her connection to the vegetable
kingdom. Above the gate of the Temple of
Hadrian in Ephesus (Turkey), 118 AD, a
Green Woman watches over the deified
emperor. The snakes in her hair identify
her as Medusa, the Goddess who takes
care of the deceased and is often
depicted as a caring (not evil) Goddess on
Greek and Roman sarcophagi. Beneath the
waist, however, her body is made up of
acanthus leaves from which two horns of
plenty emerge. The Green Man with stems
issuing from his mouth or with leaves
growing on his face was contrived by the
Romans and spread across the Roman
republic and empire. A marble slab, on
display in the garden of the archaeological
museum at Antalya (Turkey), probably
from the second century AD, shows a face
with acanthus leaves growing all over it.

Ephesus Medusa as Green Woman Temple of 
Hadrian © Joke Lancaster

The hollow eyes indicate a theatre
mask which was depicted on a
sarcophagus.

The oldest Green Man found on Dutch
territory was made between 150 and
250 AD on the side of an altar for
the Goddess Nehalennia, a votive
offering by the Roman Sextus
Severinus Severus for the temple of
Nehalennia near Colijnsplaat in
Zeeland. On the altar the Goddess
sits on her throne, between her dog
and a basket filled with fruits, a tray
with more fruits on her lap. On the
left side of the altar a Green Man is
depicted, acanthus leaves covering his
face. The altar is on display in the
archaeological museum RMO in
Leyden.

Green Man (Museum Antalya) © Joke Lancaster
RMO Green Man at Nehalennia

© Joke Lancaster



The Romanesque period

The Green Man and the Green Woman emerged in pagan Europe. So
they were bound to disappear when the Roman Empire was first
converted to Christianity and then fell apart when the last emperor
was deposed in 476. Until the 6th century Green Men were portrayed
incidentally on capitals, following Roman examples, and then they
disappeared from the scene. When they reappeared in the 11th

century it was not in a pagan or secular setting, but in Romanesque
churches, especially in France, but in other European countries as
well. Scholars often tell us Romanesque images teach the simpletons
in their congregation to choose between the blessings of Heaven and
the monsters and tortures of hell. Books about Romanesque churches
carefully display the two extremes. However, medieval men and
women were not that straightforward. They believed in a world full of
miracles and mysterious events, a universe in which the divine could
take many forms. What seemed to be a beggar or a monster could be
an epiphany of the divine. What looked like the gates of Heaven could
lead you to a bottomless pit. Romanesque images, weird and wild,
served to open up a strange and enigmatical world, a universe in which
the Green Man and Green Woman seemed to be at home. GM in St Martin-de-Bosscherville © Joke Lancaster

In Romanesque churches the Green Man often takes his abode in capitals. In the abbey of St George in Saint Martin de Bosscherville,
built around 1180, a Green Man stares at us in the Chapter House. Leaves issue from his mouth, forming a typically Romanesque
palmette underneath and volutes on the sides. There are many others like this in the abbey and myriad Romanesque churches in France
and elsewhere. The image in Saint Martin de Bosscherville may seem crude and bestial, but Romanesque Green Men are not always like
that. In 1135 the Holy Roman Emperor Lothair III ordered the building of an imperial dome in Königslutter, in which he and his wife
are buried. On the outside of the choir a dignified Green Man is depicted, leaves growing from his beard and moustache. The stern
look in his eyes gives him an imperial authority, overlooking the world between the worlds, the limitless realm. His creative power is
displayed in another image, in which dragons issue from his mouth.

GM Königslutter © Joke Lancaster GM Königslutter © Joke Lancaster

The dragons are not the monsters that contemporary scholars claim serve to warn simpletons of the horrors of hell. There are
other dragons on the choir and in the adjacent cloister, and they are beautiful, vigorous creatures, some with a human head, and
some with animal features.

In the Romanesque age the Green Woman is not as conspicuous as the Green Man, but she is not absent. Often she is the
counterpart of the Green Man, the two of them occupying both ends of an arch. In the church of Saint Germain des Prés in Paris
(12th century) she is depicted as sovereign of the other world. On one of the polychrome capitals two winged dragons and two birds
worship the Green Woman amid palmettes.

We know she is the Green Woman because another capital shows the very same woman with palmettes issuing from her dress.

Romanesque Green Men may be found on the façade of churches, on capitals, keystones, cornices, porches, tympanums, and 
baptismal fonts. Secular buildings in that age are mostly unadorned and the Green Man and Green Woman are not displayed in them.
From the 7th century onward illuminated manuscripts used initials to delineate the fascinating sphere between the worlds of God 
and man, the realm where the Green Man and Green Woman were at home.

Green Woman in St Germain des Pres

© Joke Lancaster



The Green Man and the Green Woman in the Gothic Age

The Gothic Green Man is a phenomenon most people are familiar with: a foliate head, sometimes with vegetation emanating from
his mouth. In Chartres Cathedral, erected between 1200 and 1225, three Green Men support corbels in the southern porch. In
the middle a Green Man has acanthus leaves growing from his beard and nose. The Green Man on his left produces oak leaves and
acorns; the one on his right vines with bunches of grapes.

Green Men on southern porch
© Joke Lancaster

Chartres 3 Green Women on northern porch
© Joke Lancaster

Although there is no foliage growing on their faces or issuing from their mouths, the oak leaves and the presence of their male
counterparts in the southern porch identify them as Green Women.

In many ways Gothic architecture is a restrained version of the unbridled Romanesque wilderness. Gothic churches strictly
distinguish between Heaven, Hell and the world of man. Ecclesiastical and secular leaders represent the latter. Christ and the
Holy Virgin show you the way to Heaven, assisted by saints and Church Fathers. Christ also represents the Last Judgment, in
which sinners are banished to eternal damnation. The Green Man and the Green Woman stood their ground, adapting to the
changed environment. Romanesque vegetation is crude and stiff. Gothic artists refined their botanical depictions and the Green
Man and the Green Woman profited from it – as the examples from Chartres show. The façade of the churches they had to
abandon, but they retained the roof bosses, as the photograph from Canterbury illustrates.

Generally speaking the Green Man was pushed back in Gothic churches, compared with the Romanesque period, while the Green
Woman all but disappeared. The Green Women in Chartres are exceptional. However, there is one place in Gothic Churches that
did give shelter to the Green Man and the Green Woman, a new phenomenon: the misericord. This is a narrow ledge underneath
the seats in a choir stall. When the seat is turned up the misericord provides support to one while standing. Although
misericords are new they are the only places in Gothic churches reminiscent of the Romanesque wilderness, a doorway to the
realm between the worlds of God and man. Many misericords are enigmatic, blocking rational explanations, prying open your basic
instincts, which may be the only way to approach the divine. One misericord from Barcelona Cathedral, made between 1394 and
1399, may serve to illustrate this point.

From a pot in the middle long leaves grow. In the middle a young man (left) and a woman (right) emerge from the vegetation.
They lovingly embrace each other. Grape or ivy leaves on their heads emphasize they are a Green Man and a Green Woman. On
the sides two other persons arise, their heads covered with leaves. The left one seems to be a man, the right one a woman. They
emerge from the vegetation, being a Green Man and a Green Woman. The man has raised his right leg and seems to ponder the
possibility of stepping out. But the leaves on his belly mark him as a Green Man, so he may not be able to step out and join the
world of man. Writers on the subject often characterize misericords as funny, and that they certainly are, but most are also
enigmatic and fascinating.

Barcelona Misericord © Joke Lancaster

The Renaissance Green Man and Green Woman

In the 15th century Gothic architecture was gradually
replaced by a new style, based on Roman art: the
Renaissance. One important renewal, coffering the ceilings,
instead of covering them with a vault, proved detrimental to
the Green Man and Green Woman, as it discarded both
corbels and roof bosses, the traditional abode of the Green
Man and Green Woman. Tracery, the typical Gothic
ornaments, with their trefoil or quatrefoil openings, which
often displayed a Green Man in the middle, was considered
outdated and dropped from architectural designs.



So the Green Man and the Green Woman lost their homes. They could have disappeared forever if the Domus Aurea had not
been rediscovered in 1480. Some people in Rome discovered rooms and corridors underneath the ground, embellished with many
fascinating frescoes. Until the 19th century the rooms were held to be part of the public baths Titus had built. Painters and
sculptors were lowered down into the ‘Baths of Titus’ and they were astonished by the quality of the frescoes and even more so
by the strange creatures they found depicted. As the subterranean rooms reminded them of a grotto the creatures were
dubbed grotesques. And that is the name that has been used to indicate the Green Man and the Green Woman until Lady Raglan
renamed them as Green Man. Among the artists visiting the place were Barnadino Pinturicchio and Raphael with the sculptor
Giovanni da Udine. All three have been employed by popes and cardinals and the prelates were fascinated by the grotesques,
which were considered typically Roman ornaments. Roman paintings were virtually unknown at the time and since the church
claimed to be heir to the great Roman Empire the images were deemed essential to revive Roman glory. Artists lavishly copied
the frescoes and within decades grotesques spread like wildfire across Europe. The Green Man and the Green Woman were back,
more glorious than ever.

Continues in part 2

Part two of this article will appear in our June 2014 e-newsletter.

Joke and Ko’s website which includes details about their book can be found at
http://www.circewicca.nl/
If  anybody knows of a UK publisher who would be interested in publishing their book please 
do get in touch with Joke and Ko via their website or drop me a line at greenman@virgin.net

Kraw Blackstraw is a short animated film by Paul Thomas with a soundtrack by The Hare And The Moon. Set in twelfth century
England. A scarecrow wakes to the call of the crows. An ancient spirit of the forest awaits. Nothing in nature is ever forever.
You can watch the film at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SupWmiIuo0k

The Hare And The Moon are an Anglo-Scots pairing who take traditional ballads of murder, revenge, madness and the occasional
talking raven and accompany these with a dark, psychedelic folk music:
https://soundcloud.com/thehareandthemoon

Paul Thomas life has been spent in art, film and music as an animator, illustrator, strip cartoonist and writer. In all an 
Expressionist. Clients include BBC TV, Channel 4. Marc Bolan. Kate Bush and London Zoo.'

You can also find Paul's other films here: http://vimeo.com/70291478

KRAW BLACKSTRAW



Blakeney Norfolk Blakeney Norfolk Blakeney Norfolk Blakeney Norfolk 
(Pictures by Jennie Miller & Gary Truss)(Pictures by Jennie Miller & Gary Truss)(Pictures by Jennie Miller & Gary Truss)(Pictures by Jennie Miller & Gary Truss)

These wonderful pictures taken by Jennie Miller & Gary Truss are from St Nicholas the parish church of Blakeney in Norfolk.
The church was founded in the 13th century, but the greater part of the church dates from the 15th century when Blakeney
was an important seaport. The chancel is the only original structure to have survived rebuilding.

Much of the original church furniture was lost in the Reformation, but a late-Victorian restoration recreated something of the
original appearance. The Victorian woodwork was created to match the few older pieces that remained.

An unusual architectural feature is a second tower, used as a beacon, at the east end. St Nicholas is a nationally important
building, with a Grade I listing for its exceptional architectural interest.

All pictures on this page copyright © Jennie Miller & Gary Truss



Snippets
Eco Comics has announced that it is bringing the legendary
Green Knight to its range of comic books and graphic
novels. The character will make his comic book debut in the
series featuring the publisher’s other legendary green
character, the leafy-headed Green Man. Writer Chris
Bunting explains: “The Green Knight is pure comic book
fare. He is a powerful giant green knight, and seems
barking mad. He makes the ideal foil for the Green Man.
“Does any association remain with King Arthur and the
Knights of the Round Table? You will have to keep reading
to find out. “Expect a visually stunning Green Knight, yet
one that is respectful to how he was originally intended. A
character that clearly inspired J. R. R. Tolkien deserves
nothing less.”

The character will join other famous faces at the award-
winning ‘green’ publisher, including, among others: Dracula,
Robin Hood, Green Man, Dick Turpin, Englishman, and Mr. T.
Eco Comics sees the Green Knight as a perfect fit to this
roster, especially as many scholars consider Sir Gawain and
the Green Knight as the world’s first eco-poem. He will go
on to play a prominent role in the publisher’s plans.

The Green Man comic book, featuring the Green Knight, is
available now from www.mohawkmedia.co.uk/ecocomics

Leslie Evans runs Seadogpress.com based in Massachusetts
and has created this wonderful green man card. Go to
www.seadogpress.com to purchase this and other green man
goodies.

Maria is trying to find out about the Green Man – dance/game/activity. She e-mailed us to say “We did it in Suffolk at
Pakenham Watch Group ( a wildlife group for children) between 1992 and 1998. I would like to revive the activity here in
Scotland at a local children’s charity group. Children held hands in a circle and chanted ‘Green man arise, green man arise’ – then
something happened in the middle. I can’t remember – maybe a child hid under a green sheet and then ran around and the
others had to catch them or something like that. Does anyone know of it?” If anyone out there can help please do contact me
at greenman@virgin.net

Vincent Learoyd has written a book called 'The Laila
Mythology' where the main character embarks on an
adventure into the otherworld in the company of a Green
man whom she meets whilst in the forest. He is currently
filming a trailer for the book and hopefully it will be
ready to watch on Youtube before Xmas.

All pictures on this page copyright © the original photographers



Danny Gates artwork is inspired by the
green man and the natural world. You
can view more of Danny’s artwork at:
www.devonartistnetwork.co.uk.

Snippets 2

The Mechanical Curator

Paul O’Toole writes “If you have a Tumblr account and a love
of serendipity, you could do worse than subscribe to the
Mechanical Curator. This is an experimental account created
by the Digital Scholarship department of the British Library.
On the hour, it selects and uploads an image taken from the
pages of digitised works held at the library. The pictures are
chosen at random by a computer algorithm. Beneath each
submission is a link allowing you to download a PDF of the
book from which the image is taken.
These examples come from a diverse range of books - all
dated late 19th Century.”

For more information go to: http://mechanicalcurator.tumblr.com/

Phil Dodshon’s fascination with the Green Man has led to
his Qi Gong classes (oriental exercise) being named after
him, and he has also written several novels about him in
various stages of completion or disarray. His latest novel
“The Mask of the Green Man” is now available on Amazon
Kindle. Phil’s novel starts with the discovery of a golden
mask of the Green Man in the remnant of a stone circle in
the North Yorkshire moors. It is the catalyst for the
rest of the story as the Ninelords of Arathach Isle will
stop at nothing to get hold of the mask. Phil will be
placing the second book onto Kindle soon and he hopes to
do a series should they prove popular.

All pictures on this page copyright © the original photographers



They climbed on sketchy ladders towards God.

With winch and pulley, hoisted hewn rock into heaven,

Inhabited sky with hammers, defied gravity, deified stone.

Took up God’s house to meet him

And came down to their suppers and small beer.

Every night, slept, lay with their smelly wives,

Quarrelled and cuffed the children,

Lied, spat, sang, were happy or unhappy

And every day took to the ladders again.

Impeded the rights of way of another summer’s swallows,

Grew greyer, shakier; became less inclined to

Fix a neighbour’s roof of a summer’s evening.

Saw naves sprout arches, clerestories soar,

Cursed the loud and fancy glaziers for their luck,

Somehow escaped the plague, got rheumatism.

Decided it was time to give it up,

To leave the spire to others and stood in the crowd

Well back from the vestments of the consecration:

Envied the fat bishop his warm boots,

Cocked up a squint eye and said, I bloody did that.

John Ormond (1923–1990), 

Cathedral BuildersCathedral BuildersCathedral BuildersCathedral Builders
By John OrmondBy John OrmondBy John OrmondBy John Ormond



I recently managed to get hold of an original copy of The Graphic from the 10th May 1890 featuring a wonderful illustration of
the May Day festivities that took place in St Mary Cray. I've included part of the full-page picture above and the article in its
entirety below. Roy Judge records mentions of a Jack taking part in this revival between 1889 and 1893. This Jack is a particular
favourite of mine as it once paraded just down the road from what would eighty four years later become my own childhood
home.

MAY DAY AT ST. MARY CRAY

"Of all pretty revivals, one of the prettiest , the May Day fete, attracted last Thursday great crowds to the usually quiet
Kentish village of St Mary Cray. The May Queen, attended by her maids of honour, had her throne on a triumphal car, drawn by
four Sussex bullocks, with drivers in Old English costume. The procession was led by Druids, with flowing beards and flowing
robes (one very much like Father Christmas, out of season), followed by Friendly Societies with their banners and tilters on
horseback, by maskers, clowns and sweeps, Jack-in-the-Green, living chess characters, milkmaids leading a decorated cow,
children representing wild flowers, maids with garlands, and a living pack of cards.

Starting from the paper-mills of Messrs. W. Joynson and Son, the merrymakers, after passing through Cray and Orpington,
proceeded to the Recreation Grounds, where the sports and the crowning of the Queen of May took place. After the principal
event, the crowning of the queen, the sports began with a game of chess, played by living characters. The dance round the
Maypole, and especially tilting at the ring by farmers of the countryside in Old English costume, attracted great notice, and
were greatly admired. There were also quarter-staff, quintain, and all sorts of other games, ending with a fete of lanterns.

Cray was gaily decorated with bunting, flags, and archways of greenery; and everybody praised Mr. Joynson, to whose liberality
and initiative the success of the fete was principally due."

The Dartford Express of 3rd May 1890 reported:

"The sweeps were, without doubt, a genuine trio. They had, everyone of them, been professional chimney sweeps for years, and
they are well known throughout the Crays district.....Albert Blackstone was...."Jack-in-the-Green" , and it was fortunate for him,
considering the length of the route taken, that his novel house of greenery was not nearly so heavy as was that of last year. It
was an extraordinarily good one, we think, judging by appearances“

By 1895 it was reported the event was not held again, 'because of the unmanageable crowds that came by railway"

If anyone has any more information about the St Mary Cray Jack-in-the-Green please do get in touch: greenman@virgin.net

St Mary Cray JackSt Mary Cray JackSt Mary Cray JackSt Mary Cray Jack----inininin----thethethethe----GreenGreenGreenGreen



Sharrington Norfolk Sharrington Norfolk Sharrington Norfolk Sharrington Norfolk 
(Pictures by Jennie Miller & Gary Truss)(Pictures by Jennie Miller & Gary Truss)(Pictures by Jennie Miller & Gary Truss)(Pictures by Jennie Miller & Gary Truss)

These wonderful green men can be found in All Saints the parish church of Sharrington a Grade I listed building. A church has
been recorded here since the 13th century and All Saints' parish church was once described as a "grand church of great local
importance.“ The north and south aisles, transept and porch were taken down in the middle of the 18th century due to a
significant reduction in the local population and the resulting loss of wealth.

The church's tall tower still stands and was renovated for the Millennium. The church's set of corbels reflects the previous
grandeur. Inside the church there is a stone font with an oak cover, designed and locally carved and donated to celebrate the
year 2000.

All pictures on this page copyright © Jennie Miller & Gary Truss



With the snowdrops I pierce the iron hard earth,

pushing skywards,

clothing, with innocence the infants’ graves

in the corner of the churchyard acre.

The days lengthen

and I spread the woodland floor

with a blue haze,

pungent and sharp, oozing, underfoot, with juicy green.

In the field I drape the hedgerows

with drifts of sweetness, promise of autumn’s yield.

At summer’s height

I dance in the forest leaves,

laugh in the breeze over meadow and pasture.

Under the harvest moon,

I reap the golden grain,

rejoice in the ripeness of ear and stalk,

take part in the weaving of straw.

As autumn comes

I flourish in hip and haw, in hazel and chestnut.

I withdraw my spirit from foliage,

my greenness is absorbed.

brittleness remains, yellow and red.

When winter howls and moans,

I hide in the tree’s sap,

a living spark

concealed in seed and twig.

I sleep,

deep under snow,

or beneath blue ice, or in mists and rain.

Then the year turns once more

as the time of solstice passes.

I will awake,

piercing the iron hard earth

with the snowdrops.

Poem and picture by Tina Negus
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Cambodian Green Men?

All pictures on this page copyright © Dr Nadia Grossiard 

These wonderful pictures were taken by Dr Nadia Grossiard during a trip to
Cambodia. They are from various locations including: Angor Wat, the Ta Phrom
Jungle Temple, the Santeay Srei Temple and the Lolei Temple.

Are these proto Green Men? The origin of the Green Man of Europe?

Green Man expert Mike Harding’s searches have taken him to India and Nepal
where he also saw evidence that the Silk Route and the Spice Route also
allowed ideas, images and myths to travel from east to west and from west to
east including the image we know as the Green Man .

On his web site Mike Harding writes:

“Travelling masons, labourers, woodcarvers, storytellers took images and myths
with them and knew no boundaries of race or creed. There were no clear cut
boundaries, soldiers met and married local women, women left the villages to
follow in the train of the army, or to go with the stonemasons to the next
great cathedral. Wandering scholars and pilgrims, musicians, merchants and
adventurers all of them blurred the edges of our schoolbook histories and so
Jesus, Osiris, Odin, the Green Knight, John Barleycorn, the Holly King and
Thamuz of the Mesopotamians are all related to the Green Man who symbolises
the triumph of Green Life over Winter and Death”

http://www.mikeharding.co.uk/greenman/



He speaks, and the sound fills the void

with living green, life which sustains all life,

sunlight and leaf: our food.

He tastes the air, savours his speech,

his tongue flicking across the foliage from his gaping mouth.

He recites our stories,

licking myths and legends into existence.

He sings our tunes for us, our wordless songs.

He looks down on his creation from above,

sees all things dependant on his utterance,

regards us with impassivity or amusement: his creatures.

He weeps with us, and his tears nourish our being.

Within his sight, we live our little lives,

relying on his artistry.

He hears our cries, our laughter, listens to his own words,

and to our inadequate imitations of his creativity.

His ears receive our music, our rhythms and rhymes,

make whole our melodies and harmonies.

He tolerates our limitations,

circling, with us, our May-time pole.

He scents the honeysuckle in the woods,

perfumes the rose and the down-land thyme;

spreads the spring-time hedgerows with pungent sweetness.

He breathes, and his breath gives birth,

his respiration flourishes and bears fruit;

our feeble inspiration is derived from him.

He touches the stems arising from his face,

points to his mouth and tongue, and we touch him,

where we can reach, stroke the leaves, and the chiselled edges

of his nose and brows, finger the fronds and vines,

removing blackened spiders' webs,

decades of neglect.

Our hands linger on his beard and hair.

we ponder his origins, his meaning,

wonder at the unnamed sculptors,

question their intentions.

Tina Negus

Green ManGreen ManGreen ManGreen Man



In Basel, Switzerland’s third most important city, located where the French and the German border meet there are many green
men to be seen. In the heart of the town the Marketplace (Marktplatz)is dominated by the red Town Hall (Rathaus) the main part
of which was built between 1504 and 1514. On the centre of the main facade are three painted green men. The first one is
vomiting fig leaves which are spreading behind the ears and reaching the forehead. The second one is wearing a wig made of oak
leaves listlessly hanging on both sides of the head. The third one has two twigs with small leaves coming out. All three green men
have in common a grotesque and burlesque aspect which is reminiscent of the marby masks worn by members of the Cliques during
the famous Basel Carnival (Basler Fassnacht)

Green Men of Basel Green Men of Basel Green Men of Basel Green Men of Basel by Pierre Menardby Pierre Menardby Pierre Menardby Pierre Menard

Close to the Market Place is the old Central Post (Hauptpost - Rüdengasse) which was built in 1853 by Johann Jacob Stehlin. There
are four green men on the neo gothic building which is made of pink sandstone quarried in Alsace. The green men are Hermes
messenger of the gods, a Celtic face with bushy eyebrows and cabbage leaves (as it is called in French ornament) , the last ones
which are the same are made in neo gothic style.

Just across the street stands an outstanding
building, named “Zur Rose”, built in 1900 which
has many green figures decorating its facades.
Most of them are humanized lions of different
styles with leaves on their jowls.

All pictures on this page copyright © Pierre Menard



Not far away is the Holbeinbrunnen (Holbein fountain).
On the column a renaissance face has long twigs with
fruits on their extremities stretching out of the mouth.

Next to it on the Falknerstrasse stands another big and rich art
nouveau inspired house. Among the rare ornaments, dominating
the arch of a window is a stylized and anguished green man or
woman gazing down with hypnotic eyes.

Above the entry of the Gewerbemuseum (Arts and crafts
Museum - Spalenvorstadt 2) , built by Heinrich Reese in 1890-92,
stands an admirable green man sculpted in pink sandstone.

All pictures on this page copyright © Pierre Menard



Sightings 1

Stephanie Runsiman spotted this previously
unrecorded green man on a window casing on
the front wall of St Anne’s Church in Ormskirk
Lancashire.

All pictures on this page copyright © the original photographers

Vanessa Piggott discovered
one and possibly two new
green men while on holiday
in Guernsey.

Place: St Peter Port, St
Peter's Church.

Location: On capital top of
column left of South door,
probably another on right
side of door but too badly
eroded to verify.

Ruth Kenyon discovered this unrecorded green
man on the church of St Mary, Alderby in
Norfolk. They've recently had a lottery /
English Heritage grant. It's a priory church
built in the 12th C attached as a cell of the
Benedictines at Norwich which of course got
dissolved in Henry VIII's time. The Norman
green man carving is on the south door.

Jennie Miller and Gary Truss took some
remarkable pictures at York Minster including
this wonderful image. More of Gary and
Jennies York Minster pictures in the next e-
newsletter.

Danny Gates found this
previously unrecorded
Green Man carved boss in

the chancel of St Marys
Church, Hennock, Devon.
Much of the carving is 15th
Century. Hennock was noted
in the Domesday book of
1086 as Hainoc meaning the
place at the high Oak tree.

Katherine Long took the picture above of a
green man from outside the Houses of
Parliament London. And the one below from All
Hallows by the Tower also in London

Vanessa Piggott found a
small foliate head (possibly
Roman) on the right hand
side of the door to Axel
Munthe's home on Capri,
Italy. Also whilst in Italy
Vanessa found the following
whilst visiting Amalfi
Cathedral of St Andrew,
either side of main
doorcase (exterior) lion
disgorging foliate vine with
animals, birds and people
among the leaves. Right
hand lion has a rider. Front
facade remodelled C19. It
is uncertain if the carvings
date from this period or
from the time of the
bronze doors, cast in
Constantinople before 1066

Another sighting from Vanessa Piggott: Wales
Denbighshire, Llangollen Butler Hill Plas
Newydd Wooden carvings collected by the
"Ladies of Llangollen" added to the house
1780-1831 Oak Room, seat from a Spanish
Monastery, animal (cat?) disgorging grape vine
and tongue poking. Exhibition Room fireplace
foliate mask under mantel piece.



Sightings 2

All pictures on this page copyright © the original photographers

Danny Gates found these two colourful
Green Men on the doors of the chancel
screen of St Peter, St Paul and St
Thomas of Canterbury at Bovey Tracey in
Devon.

These two additions bring the total
number of Green Men found in this
location to nine.

Alexandra Nagel found these three moustached Green Man on the façade of a hotel in downtown Vancouver in Canada in 2002. If
any of our Canadian members could identify the hotel please do let me know.

This incredible Green Man (a new favourite of mine) was discovered by
Catherine Long outside the Louvre Museum in Paris, France



Sightings 3

All pictures on this page copyright © the original photographers

These two green men were found by Catherine Long on the exterior of the Cathedral of Notre Dame Paris, France

Dick Richardson sent us these pictures of
various green persons on the plasterwork of Toni
& Guy Hairdressers in West Street Horsham,
West Sussex

These instantly recognisable Greenman of
Bamberg Cathedral in Germany were
photographed by Pierre Menard along with this
lesser known wooden green man from the
cathedral



Sightings 4

All pictures on this page copyright © the original photographers

Chazz Johnson sent in some photos of two previously
unrecorded green men taken at St Luke's a bombed out
church at the top of bold street Liverpool

As well as sending us their remarkable photographs
Jennie Miller & Gary Truss regularly add, verify or
correct entries in the Gazetteer. Including: Verification
- All Saints, Sharrington in Norfolk. Addition - St Mary's,
Earl Stonham, Suffolk- there was a flower face on a
spandrel, and a greenman on the pendant of a
hammerbeam. Addition - St Margaret's, Hapton, Norfolk
had a very eroded/worn greenman capital on the chancel
arch. Correction - St Nicholas, Salthouse: there was
nothing above the porch.

Jennie Miller & Gary Truss
verified this Green Man at
All Saints Church, Bolton
Percy in Yorkshire.

Jennie and Gary also
sent us a picture of
one of the most well
known green men, the
wonderful Green Man
of Fountains Abbey.

This Green Man was
originally carved and
fitted to cover up a
crack in one of the
arched windows on
the outside of
Fountains Abbey.

Pierre Menard found these wonderfully moustached Green Men on the Rue du vieux marché aux possons in Strasbourg

One of my favourite very
unusual green men from All
Saints Church Evesham,
photographed by Colin
Harris (Yes it is real and it
is in a church and may be
the original Smiley!)

And Colin Harris spotted these two above in Rotterdam
in the Netherlands.

And one from me, taken in
Rochester Cathedral in Kent.
Rochester Cathedral has
some wonderful green men,
many hidden from the casual
observer. I hope to feature
more of these in a future
edition of this e-newsletter



Sightings 5

All pictures on this page copyright © the original photographers

Colin Harris sent in this picture of a lion head
green man in St Lawrence Church, Evesham. The
stone came originally from Evesham Abbey and was
discovered in 1931 when cottages were demolished
near the graveyard. It may have been part of a
monument erected to Abbot Newbold, Abbot of
Evesham 1491 – 1513.

Clive Hall writes: “I've finally had the opportunity
to explore my local parish church at Terrington St
Clement, near Kings Lynn, Norfolk having lived here
for around 5 years. The building of the church was
commenced in the 1340s but no precise dates are
known for it. External to the west door there are
niches for statues either side of the door and at
the foot of these niches there is the central head
of a man and he is flanked by lion like heads on the
northern niche and by similar heads on the
southern niche but these last have foliage flowing
from their mouths...can these be termed green
men? The ceiling of the church is timber with
various carved bosses in the shape of grotesques
and maidens but the finest bosses are in the north
and south transepts. These bosses are of female
faces, lions and some male faces that have been
painted cream faces, yellow surround with green
outer surround meaning that they initially look like
knights in headgear but the one in the north
transept is, upon closer examination, a grinning
green man. There is a counterpart in the southern
transept but due to the painting it is harder to
determine if he has foliage from his mouth or if it
is the style of beard.”

Ted Cribley sent us a picture of the sign for Green Man Stoves in
Stroud, Gloucestershire.

Two from me taken in Bristol



Sightings 6

All pictures on this page copyright © the original photographers

Stephanie Runsiman sent in pictures
of some remarkable new finds at
Wigan Parish Church in Greater
Manchester. Seven external Green
men and one Green Woman. When
Stephanie returned to search the
interior of the church one of the
church assistants showed her the
head pictured at the bottom of this
page, one of five that were found
when the grounds of the church
were being excavated. Why would
anyone bury these heads at a church
so resplendent in green faces? Are
they from different centuries?
Please let us know your thoughts?



Sightings 7

All pictures on this page copyright © the original photographers

David Champion took this photograph of a wonderful Green Man
on St Michaels Tower at Gloucester Cross. St Michael’s Tower
stands on the highest part of the city of Gloucester where the
four main streets cross. David is a Gloucester architect much
involved with the Gloucester Civic Trust. In 2004 the
Gloucester Civic Trust’s Street Survey Group became
concerned about the building and approached the owners,
Gloucester City Council. The tower was being used as a storage
place. Civic Trust volunteers formed a group with the aim of
saving the tower from further decay, and the city council
granted the Trust a lease on the building. In 2009, the building
became the home of Gloucester Civic Trust and ‘A tower of
learning’ – a place where the community and visitors can learn
about Gloucester’s rich past, while recording today’s history for
future generations to enjoy.

Chazz Johnson found these fine figures above on the façade
of the Rising Sun in Tottenham Court Road London. And the
pictures below were taken by Charles at the Cabin Club on
Berry Street Liverpool.

Chazz Johnson found these fabulous green men amongst many
others (all in our Flickr archive) on a building on Dale Street in
Liverpool.



Sightings 8

All pictures on this page copyright © the original photographers

Alexandra Nagel spotted this Green Man
just behind the door in the hallway, of
Gottschedstraße 18, Leipzig, Germany

Sean Breadin sent us this picture of
an amazing Green Man from the
Victoria and Albert Museum in London.
It can be seen on a medieval stairway
from Brittany. Sean writes “The
context is uniquely domestic, though
the themes are evidently religious”

Vincent Learoyd sent in these green man discovered in the Epping Forest District
Museum in Waltham Abbey Essex. They are from a 17th Century panel.

This wonderful green man was discovered
in the tourist information centre in the
incredible walled town of Carcassonne in
France this year by Dr Sally Palmer-
Walton

And this one was found by me also in
Carcassonne in France.

Pierre Menard took this picture of a
wonderful green man carving at the
Findhorn Foundation in Forres
Scotland.



A Green Man sits on my wall

He sits and thinks and ponders all,

Of days to come and days gone by,

Watching from his perch on high

The sun does shine, the rain does fall,

And in the centre of it all,

A green man sits on my wall.

He smiles at this, he laughs at that,

A singing child, an old black cat,

A velvet rose, a dragonfly,

They all belong to the green guy,

The green guy who sits on my wall

Who sits and thinks and ponders all.

Few see him as they walk on by

Sitting on his perch on high

Even less hear his call,

On the breeze, quiet and small,

But lift your heads and seek him out,

He doesn’t need to raise a shout

Look at him, into his eyes,

On the wall, in green disguise.

Have You Seen Him?Have You Seen Him?Have You Seen Him?Have You Seen Him?
By FrogWytchBy FrogWytchBy FrogWytchBy FrogWytch

Green Man Bamberg Cathedral 
© Pierre Menard



Hand Made Crafts Forged from Folklore & Fire

Fine Silver Jewellery inspired by Nature, our Ancestors,

the Sacred British Landscape, its Folklore & Mythology

www.rocktroll.co.uk

Fine hand made mystical sculptures & jewellery based on

The Sacred Green Man, Goddess & Hare

www.spiritofthegreenman.co.uk

Rob Stevens fantastic

Tricephalous Green Man T-Shirt

is available from

Red Bubble via this link:
http://www.redbubble.com/people/satansbrand/works/6611013-jack-o-the-

green?body_color=white&p=t-
shirt&print_location=front&ref=shop_grid&style=mens

For more information contact : drcolinharris@blueyonder.co.uk



The Company of the Green Man

(Founded 1998)

Ronald Millar wrote “The Green Man Companion and Gazetteer” in 1997 and in a note at the back of the book invited 
interested people to join The Company of the Green Man. And thus the Company Began. 

The Company of the Green Man gathers, archives and makes freely available information, images  and folklore about the 
green man and the traditional Jack in the Green. It supports current traditions that feature the green man and the Jack-in-
the-Green worldwide. It also promotes artists and writers who feature the green man and the Jack-in-the-Green in their 
work and assists where possible the protection and preservation of architectural images of the green man and traditions 
involving the Jack-in-the-Green. 

The Company of the Green Man maintains the largest and most accurate gazetteer of green men ever produced and is also 
creating a gazetteer of historical and current Jacks-in-the-Green. The Company of the Green Man provides a point of contact 
and discussion for all those fascinated by the enigmas that are the Green Man and the Jack-in-the-Green through a twice 
yearly members e-newsletter and a regularly updated Blog. 

The annual events page lists all currently known events involving the traditional Jack-in-the-Green and the Green Man 
throughout the world and is updated regularly.  There is also an online photographic Flickr archive.

Membership of The Company of the Green Man is completely free and is available worldwide. 

.

The next e-newsletter will be published in June 2014 please send any contributions to greenman@virgin.net

Jack in the green am I and master have I none 
and whilst there are trees upon this land the woods shall be my home 

To the seasons kings I bow my head as they do bow to me
for my faces are as many as the leaves upon a tree 

All text in this newsletter is copyright © Chris Walton  unless otherwise stated  in which case the copyright remains with the original contributor

All images in this newsletter are copyright © Chris Walton  unless otherwise stated  in which case the copyright remains with the original photographer

No text or images may be reproduced without the prior permission of the copyright holders 

Thanks to P W Jewitt for kindly allowing us to use his picture of  Ron's favourite Green Man on this page 

Thanks to Rob Stephens for designing our fantastic logo. 


